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FUNDING ALERTS for the Week of August 16 and 23, 2004

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

NEA
Grants & Contracts
Washington, DC
NEA JAZZ IN THE SCHOOLS
Full Announcement 1, Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/NEA/2/PS%26%3B04-06/listing.html

NEA
Grants & Partnerships
Washington, DC
Grants for Arts Projects
Modification1

BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

DOC
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Grants Management Division
Coastal Hypoxia Research Program (CHRP)
Revised Full Announcement 1
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/DOC/NOAA/GMC/11478CHRP063004/listing.html

DOC
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Grants Management Division
Ecological Effects of Sea Level Rise (SLR)
Revised Full Announcement 1
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/DOC/NOAA/GMC/11478SLR%26%3B2005063004/listing.html

DOC
Minority Business Development Agency
Headquarters
Minority Business Development Center (MBDC) Program
Grant

SSA
Headquarters
Office of Disability and Income Security Programs; Office of Employment Support Programs
Benefits Planning, Assistance and Outreach Program
Grant

State
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
Office of Program Management
South Asia Professional Exchanges and Training Program for Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/State/ECA/IIP-EX-EM/ECA-PE-C-NEAAF-05-02%26%23032%3B/listing.html

HUD
Office of Departmental Grants Management and Oversight
Administration
HOPE VI Neighborhood Networks Grants FY 2003 Modification1

**Education and Social Sciences**

ED
Headquarters and Regional Offices
Discretionary Grant and Mandatory Grant Competitions
Special Education--Technology and Media Services for Individuals with Disabilities--National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard
Grant

ED
Headquarters and Regional Offices
Discretionary Grant and Mandatory Grant Competitions
Grants To Support Predoctoral Interdisciplinary Research Training in the Education Sciences
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/ED/HRO/DCMGC/ED-GRANTS-082004-001/listing.html

ED
Headquarters and Regional Offices
Discretionary Grant and Mandatory Grant Competitions
Technical Assistance and Dissemination to Improve Services and Results for Children with Disabilities--Improving Achievement of Children With Disabilities under the No Child Left Behind Act
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/ED/HRO/DCMGC/ED-GRANTS-080504-003/listing.html

ED
Headquarters and Regional Offices
Discretionary Grant and Mandatory Grant Competitions
Technology and Media Services for Individuals with Disabilities -- Television Access
Grant

ED
Headquarters and Regional Offices
Discretionary Grant and Mandatory Grant Competitions
Special Demonstration Programs--Model Demonstration Projects--Positive Psychology
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/ED/HRO/DCMGC/ED-GRANTS-081304-001/listing.html

**HOMELAND SECURITY**
HAZMAT TRAINING AT DOE NUCLEAR WEAPONS COMPLEX
Grant

**Engineering, Math and Physical Sciences**

NASA
Headquarters
HUMAN & ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY
Modification9

USAF
Air Force Research Laboratory, Contracting Directorate
AFRL-Wright Research Site
Materials and Processes for Integrated High Payoff Rocket Propulsion Technology (IHPRPT)
Grant

NASA
Headquarters
HUMAN & ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY
Modification10

USAF
Air Force Research Laboratory, Contracting Directorate
AFRL-Wright Research Site
Technology for Agile Combat Support (TACS)
Modification1

USN
Office of Naval Research
Office of Naval Research Headquarters
Research Tools Design Consortia
Full Announcement 1, Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/USN/ONR/HQ/BAA04024/listing.html

USAF
Air Force Research Laboratory, Contracting Directorate
AFRL-Wright Research Site
Structural Technology Evaluation Analysis Program (STEAP)
Grant

NASA
Headquarters
HUMAN & ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY
Modification14

USAF
AF Research Lab, Information Directorate
Acquisition Management Branch
Dynamic Air and Space Execution and Assessment (DASEA)
Grant

EPA
Office of Grants and Debarment
Grants Administration Division
TECHNOLOGY TO REDUCE REFRIGERANT AND FUEL COMBUSTION GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM VEHICLE AIR CONDITIONING
Grant

EPA
Office of Grants and Debarment
Grants Administration Division
ECOLOGICAL INDICATORS OF AIR QUALITY
Grant

NASA
Headquarters
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES SOLICITING GROUND-BASED STUDIES FOR RADIATION BIOLOGY AND RADIATION SHIELDING MATERIALS
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/NASA/HQ/OPHQDC/NRA-NNH04ZU005N/listing.html

USAF
AF Research Lab, Information Directorate
Acquisition Management Branch
Predictive Awareness and Network-centric Analysis for Collaborative Intelligence Assessment (PANACIA)
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/USAF/IFKC/AMB/BAA-04-08-IFKA/listing.html

NASA
Headquarters
HUMAN & ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY Modification13

EPA
Office of Grants and Debarment
Grants Administration Division
CYBER-INFRASTRUCTURE FOR AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Grant

NSF
Office of Budget, Finance and Award Management
Headquarters
Nanoscale Science and Engineering Grant
NSF Office of Budget, Finance and Award Management Headquarters Postdoctoral Research Fellowships in Biological Informatics Grant http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/NSF/OIRM/HQ/04-539/listing.html


NSF Office of Budget, Finance and Award Management Headquarters Interagency Opportunities in Multi-Scale Modeling in Biomedical, Biological, and Behavioral Systems Grant http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/NSF/OIRM/HQ/04-607/listing.html

**Medicine and Public Health**


HHS
Administration of Children and Families
Office of Administration
CSBG T/TA Program Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and Other Asset Formation Opportunities
Grant

HHS
Administration of Children and Families
Office of Administration
Community Services Block Grant Community Economic Development Public Markets
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTERS FOR NETWORKS AND PATHWAYS
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
PARTNERSHIPS FOR TOPICAL MICROBICIDES
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
NIBIB RESEARCH SUPPLEMENTS TO PROMOTE CLINICAL RESIDENT RESEARCH EXPERIENCES
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
SEPSIS AND CAP: PARTNERSHIPS FOR DIAGNOSTICS DEVELOPMENT
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
ALZHEIMERS DISEASE CLINICAL SCIENTIST DEVELOPMENT AWARD
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
NLM RESEARCH GRANTS IN BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS AND BIOINFORMATICS (R01)
Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
NLM RESOURCE GRANT IN BIOMEDICAL INFORMATICS/BIOINFORMATICS (P41) Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
POPULATION RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM - FY05 Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
DEVELOPMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR POPULATION Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
JOINT DEGENERATION: MOUSE MODELS Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/HHS/NIH/NIH/PA-04-139/listing.html

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
NINR CAREER TRANSITION AWARD (K22) Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/HHS/NIH/NIH/PAR-04-143/listing.html

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
HAZMAT TRAINING AT DOE NUCLEAR WEAPONS COMPLEX Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS WORKER HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAINING Grant

HHS
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
PATIENT NAVIGATION RESEARCH PROGRAM Grant

HHS (CALL WANDA HUTTO AT 6-6042 IF YOU ARE INTERESTING IN THIS OPPORTUNITY)
National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health
EXTRAMURAL RESEARCH FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Grant

HHS
Center for Disease Control and Prevention
Procurement and Grants Office
Delivery of Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission of HIV (PMTCT) Products in River State, Nigeria
Grant
http://www.fedgrants.gov/Applicants/HHS/CDC/PGO/CDC%26%23032%3BPA%26%23032%3B04260/listing.html